Level : 1AM

June2013

Third Term English Exam

Time:1h30

text :
Dear Shiraz,
I am in France. I am having a nice time here. I am visiting the Eiffel tower. It is a
nice and big monument. I really hope that you are with me. My French friends are
very friendly but the weather is horrible. It is very cold and wet here. Now, I am in
a café with my friends. I am drinking tea and writing letters and they are watching
TV.
Love.
Nadia
Section one: Reading Comprehension: (07 pts)
A/Answer the following questions :(03pts)
1- Is the Eiffel tower in England?
2- Does Nadia like the weather in France?
3- Does Nadia enjoy her holiday?
B/Read the te t carefull then put True or False : (02pts)
1- Nadia is French.
2- Her French friends are friendly.
3- Nadia is the sender.
4- Nadia is doing her home work.
C/Lexis: (2pts)
1-Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to:
Good =................
Weather =................
2-Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to:
Hot ≠ …………….
Small ≠ …………….
Section two: Mastery of Language: (07pts)
A/Cross (×) the odd word out: (01.5pts)
1- First- third- seventh- orange.
2- North- West- South- Tuesday.
3- Saturday- Monday- April- Tuesday
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B/Turn into negative: (02 pts)
1- I am visiting the Eiffel tower.
2- Peter and Jane are watching TV.
C/Complete the chart: (1.5pts)
Adjectives
comparative
Hot
.......................
………………………..
More expensive
Large
……………………
D/Classify the following words according to the pronunciation of the vowel i : (02pts)
Five- sit- tiger- click.
/ai/
1- .........................
2- .........................

/i/
1- ........................
2- ........................

Section Three: Written Expression: (06pts)
You are Shiraz. A swer Nadia’s e- ail telli g her about what ou’ll do e t holida s 6 li es
Here are some questions to help you.
- Will you stay at home or travel?
- What will you do at home or where will you go? What will you visit?.

GOOD LUCK
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text :
Dear shiraz
I am in France. I am having a nice time here. I am visiting the Eiffel tower. It is a
nice and big monument. I really hope that you are with me. My French friends are
very friendly but the weather is horrible. It is very cold and wet here. Now, I am in
a café with my friends. I am drinking tea and writing letters and they are watching
TV.
Love. Nadia
Section one: Reading Comprehension: (07 pts)
A/Answer the following questions :(03pts)
1- No, it’s not.
2- No, she doesn’t.
3- Yes, she does.
B/Read the te t carefull then put True or False : (02pts)
1- Nadia is French. False
2- Her French friends are friendly. True
3- Nadia is the sender. True
4- Nadia is doing her home work. False
C/Lexis: (2pts)
1-Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to:
Good =nice
Climate = weather
2-Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to:
Hot ≠ cold
Small ≠ big
Section two: Mastery of Language: (07pts)
A/Cross (×) the odd word out: (01.5pts)
1- First- third- seventh- orange.
2- North- West- South- Tuesday.
3- Saturday- Monday- April- Tuesday
B/Turn into negative: (02 pts)
1- I am not visiting the Eiffel tower.

2- Peter and Jane are not watching TV.
C/Complete the chart: (1.5pts)
Adjectives
Comparative
Hot
Hotter
Expensive
More expensive
Large
Larger
D/Classify the following words according to the pronunciation of their i : (02pts)
Five- sit- tiger- click.
/i/
/ai/
1- Five
1- Sit
2- Tiger
2- Click
Section Three: Written Expression: (06pts)

